
Profile 735H
– fish and dive stay-away
Profile Boats have won several coveted Hutchwilco Boat Show 

awards. Sam Mossman takes their new 735H on the water 

and finds a hard-core fish-and-dive machine with stay-away 

credentials.

N
apier’s Profile Boats is owned 
by Firman’s Marine, which 
also handles the fit-up and 
marketing of these popular 
aluminium pontoon hulls. 

Profile’s birthplace, Hawkes Bay, is a 
wide, open waterway with little shelter. 
Some of the better fishing and diving 
spots are well offshore or a fair run up 
or down the coast. Once you get away 
from the Napier-Clifton area, there are 
few formal boat ramps, although when 
conditions suit, surf launching with a 
tractor is popular at the many small beach 
communities up and down the coast.

What is needed in Hawkes Bay is a 
boat set up for fishing and diving that can 
cover the miles at a decent speed, rides 
comfortably and safely, and can be surf 
launched if required. The new Profile 735H 
ticks all these boxes and more. 

The 735H design incorporates a very 
fine entry (44 degrees), tapering to 25 

degrees in the shoulders, and back to a 
still-decent 18 degrees at the transom. 
With a fine entry and deep vee, this hull 
cuts through the water like a knife. In a 
standard monohull you would pay for this 
ability by the boat being a bit tender at 
rest, but in this case the pontoons stabilise 
the hull as soon as it comes off the plane. 
Once settled in the water, there is virtually 
no further list. Additionally, the pontoons 
taper nicely towards the bow; besides 
making the hull look smarter, this reduces 
any potential drag if the bow is trimmed 
down for any reason.

As far as surf launching goes, the 735H 
is a big boat, but with a suitably powerful 
tractor it is practical enough. The Profile 
has several design features that aid this. 
First, the pontoon configuration features 
a very decent level of reserve buoyancy 
located in six separate chambers – a great 
safety feature. Then, there is the wave-
deflector transom design, which helps turn 

The Maxwell C6 winch feeds the 

warp and chain to an anchor well 

in the bow.
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back the water if a wave or two is taken 
on the stern while launching or retrieving. 
Finally, the auto trailer release greatly 
simplifies drive-on, drive-off trailering, 
reducing the danger time in the surf zone.

Most of these aspects are desirable for 
boaties in all parts of the country, not just 
Hawkes Bay. This has seen Profile’s hulls 
in demand around the country and winning 
multiple awards at national boat shows. 
The company has increased build capacity 
to suit, and now employs 14 staff.

On the water
Company owner Brian Firman had a 
735H (Hardtop) on display at the recent 
Auckland On Water Boat Show, so I 
grabbed the opportunity to put it through 
its paces. 
It was one of those unsettled spring days, 

Specifications
Material: Aluminium
Configuration: Open-back 

hardtop
LOA: 7.35m
Beam (external): 2.31m
Beam (internal): 2.05m
Bottom: 6mm
Pontoons: 3mm
Deadrise (transom) 18 degrees
Recommended power: 150-260hp

Test engine: Yamaha F225 
CXA 

Prop: Reliance 17” 
pitch

Fuel capacity: 230 L approx.
Trailer: DMW Premier 

tandem
Tow weight (approx.): 2400kg
Key-turn packages from: $149,990
As tested: $159,000

Cockpit workspace is 

substantial, seemingly 

about half the boat length.

Test boat courtesy of Profile Boats, Napier. 
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The wave deflector transom design helps 

turn back the water if you take a wave or two 

on the stern while launching or retrieving.

with a pattern of blue-sky patches followed by stiff squalls with 
rain. The sea conditions varied from virtually flat to a steep one-
metre chop when a squall opposed the tide.

The big Profile handled even the worst of the conditions easily. 
We stayed snug and dry inside the hardtop and the hull was a 
soft, dry rider. Ultraflex hydraulic steering and Yamaha’s fly-by-wire 
throttle/shift make this a comfortable boat to helm.

Recommended power is 150 to 260hp; the test boat was pushed 
by a middle-of-the-range 225hp Yamaha four-stroke with a Reliance 
17-inch pitch prop. The performance figures (supplied) are shown 
on page 150. With a 230-litre fuel tank, this should give a range, at 
cruising speed, of about 320km (172nm), allowing stay-away trips. 
The wide outboard-mounting pod can take a twin configuration if 
desired.

Stem to stern
In addition to its fish and dive applications (which we will get to in 
a minute), the boat is well set up for comfortable overnight trips. 
The Maxwell C6 winch feeds the warp and chain to an anchor-well 
in the bow. As the winch is controlled from the helm, there is little 
reason to get up on the bow, but for mooring etc, it’s easy to walk 
there around the cabin sides, aided by the cabin top’s grab rails, 
bow rails and non-skid footing. As an alternative, the bowman can 
work through the hatchway in the fore-cabin roof. 

The fore-cabin is fully lined and could sleep up to three adults 
with the berth infill added. A Portaloo is fitted under the forward 
squab; an electric flush toilet is offered as an option. Stowage 
space is available under the berths and in side shelves.

The wheelhouse, protected under the open-back hardtop, is 
likewise lined to the deck. The decks themselves, along with the 
gunwale tops, boarding platform and live-bait-tank hatch, are 
nicely finished in SeaDek – a non-skid, closed-cell EVA material 
available in brushed and micro-dot finishes, and able to be 
customised with logos etc.

The wheelhouse boasts a decent-sized dash with lining, a rear 
lip and grab rail, while the console houses a Lowrance HDS 12 
multi-function display, Yamaha engine gauges and a USB charging 
port. A Lowrance Link 5 VHF and Fusion MS RA70 sound system 
with Bluetooth are mounted overhead, along with dual grab rails. 
The ‘screens are toughened glass with clever side-sliders cut into 
them and Exalto wipers fitted. LED cabin lighting is fitted without.

Seating is provided by two king-and-queen units with swivelling-
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www.dometic.co.nz

ENJOY LIFES SIMPLE PLEASURES
Dometic has a range of great products which utilise the latest technology with high performance and durable design. Dometic is 
perfect when you’re on the water enjoying the simple things in life (with a few creature comforts).

WAECO CFX-40 
Portable compressor fridge/freezer

12/24/240 volt operation
Ideal as additional fridge or freezer option
Superior cooling performance
Very low power draw

 Rugged features
Up to 50 °C below ambient temperature
Ergonomic control panel

DOMETIC SMEV combi unit 
Gas hob and sink combination with glass
lid and fold down tap

Two gas burners
Integrated heat-resistant safety glass lid

 Electronic ignition
Right hand sink with fold down tap
Gas burner with safety cut out system
Ergonomic control panel

INSPIRED BY COMFORT

WAECO Cool-Ice WCI-85
Rotomoulded icebox

86 litres, rotomoulded icebox

W835 x H435 x D495 mm

Extremely low heat absorption

Lightweight, hygienic and easy to clean

DOMETIC Santipottie 972
Portable toilet

8.7 litres flush water tank (27 flushes)

W333 x H317 x D387 mm

Ingenious disposal system: extra long,
pivoting spout and vent openings for
clean, splash-free disposal

1 The console houses a 
Lowrance HDS 12 multi-
function unit.

2 The fore-cabin is fully lined 
and could sleep up to three 
adults when the berth infill is 
added.

3 The passenger seat hinges 
forward to disclose a two-
burner stove.

4 Seating is provided by two 
king-and-queen units with 
swivelling/sliding upholstered 
bucket seats and storage space 
underneath.
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sliding upholstered bucket seats, and rear-facing bench seats with 
storage space underneath. The passenger seat hinges forward 
to disclose a two-burner stove, and a 70-litre Icey-Tek icebox fits 
underneath, with both items extending the stay-away capabilities.

Cockpit workspace is substantial, seemingly about half the boat 
length. Recessed rod and pole racks are fitted along each side 
of the cockpit above the side shelves. Rubber boots extend the 
length and help protect rod tips. 

A very large under-deck hold runs centrally between the seats 
– spacious enough to take big kingies, yellowfin or maybe even 
an average stripy cut in half. The decks drain to a sump under the 
central transom, from where any water is removed by a bilge pump. 
A deck-wash system is also fitted.

The transom wall features a step-through with drop-door. Over 
the stern is a good-sized boarding platform, with non-skid finish, 
grab rail and fold-down boarding ladder making life easy for divers 

Below: Pontoons that taper out to the 

bow reduce any water drag when the 

boat is trimmed down hard , as well 

as improving the looks.

Performance
Yamaha F225 CXA, 
Reliance 17-inch pitch prop

RPM Speed (Kph) Fuel (Ltr/Hr)

1000       9  5.4
2000      15 12.1
3000      32 22.3
4000      50 36.1
5000      66 62.0
5800      80 88.4

New Website
SEE THE RANGE...
SEE THE VIDEOS...

www.profileboats.co.nz
Firmans Marine

Napier 
Richard

06 835 9718

Family Boats
Auckland 

Ivan
09 274 0511

ivan@familyboats.co.nz

Power Boat Centre
Christchurch 

John
03 389 1146

sales@powerboatcentre.co.nz

750HW 1410D

545C

585H

780HW

940HW
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MULTI FIT SIZE (ONE 
SIZE FITS ALL ADULTS)

SELF-INSPECTION AND 
RE-ARMING

STAINLESS BUCKLE 
AND ADJUSTMENT 
SYSTEM

CONTOURED SUPER 
COMFORT DESIGN

BURST ZIP CLOSURE QUALITY 50MM 
WEBBING

SUPER 
COMFORT 
SERIES
HUTCHWILCO 150N INFLATABLE LIFEJACKET

AVAILABLE NOW FROM ALL GOOD MARINE RETAILERS

and swimmers – or just getting aboard when the boat is on the 
trailer.

Fishability
A large bait-station takes up two-thirds of the transom’s width. It 
houses twin batteries, an isolation switch and fuel filter in three 
lockers. Above this is a large filleting/cutting board, split so 
either side lifts independently and allows access to stainless and 
polyethylene sinks. Six rod holders are built along the back of the 
bait-station, five of them with cup/sinker holders.

A rocket launcher on the hardtop has a further seven rod-
positions, with an additional eight rod-holders (four per side) fitted 
through the gunwales, set up for bait-fishing and trolling. This 
makes a total of 21, not counting the five, recessed, pole or rod 
holders along the cockpit sides.

A live-bait tank is built into the transom step-through. There is 
plenty of room for another after-market ice bin for the catch if the 
one under the seat is not big enough or is full of food and drink. 
Other fishing options include outriggers and a cray-pot davit with 
winch.

On the road
This is a substantial rig with a towing weight of around 2400kg. It 
is carried on a tandem DMW Premier trailer – a galvanised cradle 
A-frame design with zinc-protected leaf-spring suspension. It 
features: a wind-down jockey wheel; hydraulic braking; a dual 
coupling; submersible LED lights; and dual-ratio manual winch. 
Seven pairs of wobble-rollers, plus three keel-rollers, aid the 
launching and retrieving.

All in all
The Profile 735H is an excellent traveller and looks smart. The 
pontoons ensure great stability and load-carrying ability. There is 
lots of cockpit room, good footing, and flat gunwale faces to lean 
on when working fish. The finish and styling are smart, and there is 
the added benefit of being able to over-night in the boat. 

A host of options are available, depending on your priorities. 
Although a great hard-core fish and dive boat – and definitely 
blue-water capable – this hull would be just as happy used as 
a dive platform, a bottom fisher, or to enjoy a stay-away family 
holiday. An extra-nice one from Napier. 

There is lots of 
cockpit room, good 
footing, and flat 
gunwale faces 
to lean on when 
working fish.
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